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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPING AND TESTING
THE SCALE OF AESTHETIC
APPRECIATION OF FILM (SAAF)
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ABSTRACT
Film has often been investigated for its entertainment value and capacity to bring
enjoyment, but no empirical studies have looked at film as aesthetic object. It is
not known how aesthetic appreciation of film works, what leads to it, and which
are its consequences. The current chapter makes a first step towards exploring this
aspects of film viewing, by discovering the underlying factorial model of aesthetic
appreciation of film, and developing a reliable and valid instrument to measure
it across various film styles and audiences: The Scale of Aesthetic Appreciation
of Film (SAAF). Starting from the most complex theoretical model of aesthetic
judgment and appreciation (Leder et al., 2004), and from the Art Reception Survey
(Hager et al, 2012), instrument that measures aesthetic appreciation of paintings,
this chapter presents a scale development study. The study is a 3 (film style)
within-subjects X 3 (film audience) between-subjects design. 320 participants
(217 female) took part in the study. Five factors of aesthetic appreciation of film
were identified, matching the main theoretical models of aesthetic appreciation.
SAAF is a reliable scale with five different sub-scales that proves to be similar to
ARS, but in addition measures medium specific particularities too. SAAF shows
internal validity, and proves to eﬃciently differentiate between film audiences, as
to the way they aesthetically appreciate different film styles. SAAF cannot reliably
differentiate between film styles when the audience is not take into account.

INTRODUCTION
It is common knowledge that films are a great source of entertainment: whether
we choose to go to cinema with friends, or spend an evening at home in front of
our TV screens, we often watch movies for fun. Social scientists and psychologists
have demonstrated the entertainment value of films and their capacity to produce
enjoyment (e.g., Hall & Bracken, 2011; Oliver & Sanders, 2004) through their
research. However, there is another impact films have on viewers, and this type
of impact gets little attention from the research community: films are not just
objects of entertainment, but they can be aesthetic objects too. We often watch
movies because they are beautiful, because they get us into a state of aesthetic
contemplation, or because they help us understand some aspects of life differently.
All these experiences lead to the aesthetic appreciation of film.
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Despite the recognition of such moments of aesthetic experience that occur
while viewing movies, there is no empirical psychological research on the
aesthetic appreciation of film. Indeed, it is not known what leads to aesthetic
appreciation, what further consequences it may have on the viewers, or even how
aesthetic appreciation of film works. Not surprisingly, there is no instrument
to measure aesthetic appreciation of films either. In this chapter, I will work
towards operationalizing the concept of aesthetic appreciation of films, and
identifying its underlying factors. Furthermore, I will proceed with developing
and validating an instrument to measure it: The Scale of Aesthetic Appreciation
of Film (SAAF).
Before proceeding with my main goals, I will look into what aesthetic
appreciation is from a theoretical point of view. The discipline of aesthetics deals
with investigating how beauty is perceived (e.g., Budd, 2000; Jacobsen, Buchta,
Köhler, & Schroger, 2004), and why objects are appreciated as beautiful. The
most common understanding of aesthetic appreciation is the appreciation of
beauty in artworks. However, in philosophical aesthetics it has been agreed
that any object, human made or natural, can be aesthetically appreciated (e.g.,
Savile, 1982; Budd, 2000) and can give rise to aesthetic experiences. For instance,
not only pictures of landscapes but landscapes too may be experienced and
appreciated as aesthetic objects. A typical example of such a general theory of
aesthetics is Urmsons’ (1962) account of the aesthetic experience as based on
aesthetic qualities of the observed object (e.g., harmony, balance, integrity).
Experimental research undertaken by psychologists from the 1960s on mainly
focused on this conception of aesthetic appreciation, as not constrained to works
of art. I will discuss this research shortly.
In contrast, most theoretical models of aesthetic appreciation specifically
have as focus art (e.g., Berlyne, 1971; 1974; Leder, Belke, Oeberst, & Augustin,
2004), especially visual art. Leder et al. (2004) have explained this by mentioning
the necessity for one to feel safe to aesthetically experience an object; according to
them, art offers such a safe environment. In line with this argument, films also offer
a safe environment, as people decide to sit in front of a screen for the sole purpose
of watching a film. Film, like any other object, could be an aesthetic object, with
beauty being found within.
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Not all perspectives on the aesthetics revolve around the beauty and other beautyrelated qualities of artworks, or of other aesthetic objects. According to Peterson
and Seligman (2004), aesthetic appreciation depends on the individual’s capacity
to experience wonder, awe, and the sublime, all of which lead to a more meaningful
existence. Aesthetic appreciation is the result of complex psychological processes,
both cognitive and emotional, which take place within the observer as result
of being exposed to the artwork. Research suggests that aesthetic appreciation
involves mental processes of high complexity on the part of the observer, as
well as intense emotional involvement. For example, Bronowski (1978) saw the
aesthetic experience as a journey of discovery, as a cognitive process that leads
one to understand in some deeper way an important aspect of life; this sort of
experience is considered to be pleasant. Henri (1923), on the other hand, said
that the aesthetic experience was not only a pleasant pastime, because one has to
‘work’ to capture beauty. Dewey (1934) noticed that any aesthetic experience also
captured an element of suffering, as the comprehension gained from the artwork
may be painful. In the current chapter, I will focus on the experience of the
observer (emotional and cognitive) that sums up in the aesthetic appreciation of
a specific medium: film. To better understand how aesthetic appreciation is being
created within the film viewer, I will look into research in psychological aesthetics.
Key empirical work performed in the field of psychology of aesthetics led to
the development of models of aesthetic appreciation (e.g., Berlyne, 1971; 1974;
Whitfield, 1983; Reber, Schwarz, & Winkielman, 2004; Eckblad, 1978; 1981a; Leder,
Belke, Oeberst, & Augustin, 2004) that capture the way aesthetic appreciation of an
art object is being experienced by the observer.2 Even though all these models were
developed with a focus on fine arts rather than film, they could be adapted to film
viewing too, as mentioned a few paragraphs above. The most complex such model
and the most suitable for film is the model of aesthetic judgments and appreciation
developed by Leder, Belke, Oeberst and Augustin (2004) for visual arts. The model
(Leder et al., 2004) takes into consideration both the stimulus and the observer
and both the cognitive and emotional aspects of the experience leading to the
2

Mostly all of the existing models of aesthetic appreciation (e.g., Berlyne, 1971; 1974; Whitfield, 1983;
Reber, Schwarz, & Winkielman, 2004; Eckblad, 1978; 1981a) were developed with a focus on art as
aesthetic object, such as it is mentioned in the main text. However, I want to make it clear that in this
chapter I consider that any object could be aesthetic, and when I discuss film as aesthetic object, I
don’t assume it has to be art. I do not make any normative judgment of what is art and what not when
it comes to film.
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final appreciation. This model is the main theoretical background I will use in this
chapter for its completeness, and for its particular focus on visual arts, film being
one of it. Later in the chapter, I will describe the model in detail.
The Art Reception Survey, developed by Hager, Dagemann, Danner and
Schankin (2012) for paintings, is the most complete existent instrument that
measures aesthetic appreciation, as it mirrors the model of aesthetic judgments
and appreciation (Leder et al., 2004). I will use the model of aesthetic judgments
and appreciation developed by Leder and his colleagues (2004), as well as ARS,
as starting point for the purpose of this chapter: to reach a model of aesthetic
appreciation of film, and a scale to measure it.
If one attempts to arrive at a measurement instrument for aesthetic
appreciation of film, and an available scale for appreciation of fine arts is the starting
point, one needs to carefully consider features of the film medium that render its
experience unique. First, film is more heterogeneous than fine arts. Some films
are considered as popular culture and entertainment (Prinz, 2007), while some
others, like experimental films, are considered fine arts3 themselves (Rees, White,
Ball, & Curtis, 2011). Popular film is not a homogenous genre either, with a large
variety of film styles and genres that may be appreciated differently too. The popular
movies have a clear narrative structure and a large exposure; diverse groups of
people from developed and developing countries watch them in cinemas or at
home. Experimental film’s form can be narrative, but it is more often abstract or
associative (Borwell & Thompson, 1979), watched by a cultural elite, and viewings
take place in particular art-oriented locations, like museums. Finding a single model
for, and a scale measuring aesthetic appreciation, accounting for diversity of films
and audiences groups, seems more challenging than constructing a scale measuring
aesthetic appreciation with paintings. Second, in the case of films there is seldom
one maker, as it is the case with paintings, but there is collective authorship. This
aspect can also influence the way the viewer relates to the film, to its makers, and
ultimately how appreciation is created. Third, different from fine artworks, film
has a time-based structure (Sherak, 2011), with dynamic and constantly changing
3

I don’t hold the expectation that some films are art while others are not, as I do not expect that only
some types of film lead to aesthetic appreciation, but I do consider that putting an object either in
the art or the non-art category prior to the viewing, may affect the way aesthetic appreciation of that
object works. Viewers’ expectations regarding the nature of the admired objects (in this case film),
may affect aesthetic appreciation.
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imagery, and involving multimedia stimuli (e.g., moving image, sound). These three
particularities of film were taken into account when adapting the model of aesthetic
appreciation developed by Leder and his colleagues (2004) to film. Similarly, I
developed a scale to measure aesthetic appreciation of film, beginning with the
adaptation of ARS to the three particularities of film I have just mentioned. The
emerging Scale of Aesthetic Appreciation of Film is a necessary tool that allows
researchers in psychological aesthetics and filmmakers too to distinguish between
film styles and types of audience in terms of aesthetic appreciation. SAAF is also an
important first step towards conducting further research on aesthetic appreciation
of film: understanding what leads to aesthetic appreciation in film viewing and what
consequences aesthetic appreciation may have on the viewers.

TRENDS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL MODELING OF AESTHETIC
APPRECIATION
In the recent works on the psychology of aesthetics, there has been an increasing
trend in abandoning the concept of beauty as a sole quality criterion of art.
Psychological studies of aesthetic appreciation focused originally on fine arts as
stimuli. In the 1960s, simplified stimuli were used as aesthetic stimuli to identify
stimulus features responsible for aesthetic appreciation in more general terms. The
notion that the relevant aesthetic features could also be found in other objects
than artworks became dominant. Somewhat confusingly, aesthetic stimuli were
often referred to as “art stimuli” though. In the next section, dealing with the most
current models of aesthetic appreciation, I will settle on the terminology.
From the nineteen-sixties on it was demonstrated that aesthetic judgments
were on the one hand the result of automated arousal responses to sensory
stimulation, and on the other of intensive cognitive processing (e.g., Berlyne,
1971; 1974; Eckblad, 1978; 1981a). Cognitive effort is frequently viewed as selfrewarding. When the cognitive process is successful, and the diﬃculty is overcome,
one experiences satisfaction. This trend is noticeable in the most recent models of
aesthetic appreciation, which tend to move towards an information-processing
approach, and I present a number of these models.
1) Berlyne’s collative-motivational model (1967; 1971) advocates that an
art stimulus must possess a moderate level of arousal-potential to bring a high
appreciation in the observer. Berlyne mentioned that arousal in art is provided
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by a discrepancy either between the incoming information and the information
the observer already has, or between distinct parts of the incoming information.
Such discrepancy requires an intensification of the cognitive processing to achieve
comprehension of the artwork, and this diﬃculty leads to appreciation. 2) The
preference-for-prototypes model of Whitfield (1983) suggests the opposite from
Berlyne’s model, observing that appreciation for artworks grows if they are a
prototype of their category, therefore not much diﬃculty being encountered
in comprehension. 3) The preference – for – fluency model of Reber, Schwartz
and Winkielman (2004) also seems to suggest that fluency and familiarity with a
stimulus increase appreciation. However, all three models only looked into how
the characteristics of the stimuli affect appreciation, while none looked into the
way expertise with art, the expectations and personal experience of the viewer
would influence the process of aesthetic appreciation. All three models failed to
capture the fact that aesthetic appreciation is the result of the interaction between
art stimuli diﬃculty and the viewer’s competency with art. 4) Silvia’s appraisal
of interest model (2005a, 2005b, 2005c, 2006a) and 5) Eckblad’s CognitiveMotivational Model (1978; 1981a) were reactions to Berlyne’s model (1971), and
the first models that acknowledged that the stimuli must have a relatively high
level of diﬃculty, but the viewer must also have the capacity to comprehend them
in order for aesthetic appreciation to be experienced. Eckblad (1978; 1981a) for
example advocated that mental schemes mediate affective response to stimuli
rather than arousal. She proposes that new information triggers processes of
schema assimilation and assimilation resistance. Further, she claims that there
must be a moderate level of assimilation resistance for pleasure and appreciation
to be high.
All models of aesthetic appreciation that attempt to relate the viewing
experience with features of visual artworks cover major aspects of how aesthetic
appreciation comes to be. However, none of them captures the whole picture:
to take into account both cognitive and affective processes as they develop
together, the final aesthetic appreciation output, and individual differences on
both a personal and expertise level. As one recent exception, Leder and his
colleagues (2004) developed the model of aesthetic judgment and appreciation
that takes into account all the aspects related to the aesthetic experience that are
mentioned above. I will describe this model more in detail in the next section
of the chapter.
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MODEL OF AESTHETIC JUDGMENT AND APPRECIATION
Probably the most influential account in psychological aesthetics is the model
of aesthetic judgment and appreciation developed by Leder, Belke, Oeberst and
Augustin (2004). It explains the whole process (cognitive and affective) evoked by
viewing artworks, especially paintings. It will be the basis for the study that I report
in this chapter According to Leder et al.(2004), art is the prototypical domain for
aesthetic research, although researchers recognize that aesthetic experience can
result from exposure to other sorts of stimuli, such as human faces (Etcoff, 1999)
or products of industrial design, such as cars (Hekkert, Snelders, & van Wieringen,
2003; Leder & Carbon, in press). Leder et al. (2004) assume, as is usually the case
in psychological aesthetics, that the details of the aesthetic depend on the viewer.
Aesthetic emotions are non-utilitarian experiences, and they require a “set”,
notably a safe environment, in which people decide to aesthetically contemplate
the object. Artworks are among the stimuli that afford such a set. An important
contribution of the model is that it explicitly addresses contemporary artworks
that can only be dealt with as aesthetic objects if the perceiver invests a great
deal of cognitive effort. According to Leder and his colleagues (2004), aesthetic
experience is a cognitive appraisal process, under the influence of the constantly
upgrading affective states, resulting in two distinct outputs: aesthetic judgments,
based on cognitive information processing, and aesthetic emotion, based on the
affective state of satisfaction.
The model identifies five different information processing stages, paired to
affective reactions, starting with the first exposure to the stimuli, and culminating
in a final evaluation of the piece of art. The authors mention that the model
should work for film too, but as the examples they give are exclusively related to
paintings, it remains to be seen whether or not it does. In this section I will try
to apply the model of Leder and his colleagues (2004) to film. The five cognitive
stages described by the model are: 1) A perceptual one, when the visual stimuli are
registered and analyzed – in the case of films this would involve the video image
stimuli, the motion, and the sound too; 2) The implicit memory integration stage,
during which the information is implicitly assessed based on previous experience
with the medium; it can take place without conscious awareness, as the viewer
can recognize the action and the mood of the film scene, drawing on experience
with editing techniques (Smith, 2005) and soundtracks; 3) Explicit classification,
which is the deliberate involvement with the film; based on expertise with movies,
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the individual consciously processes information related to style, content, and
places it to a category or another in terms of genre – at this stage expectations
about the future developments of the film may occur (Visch & Tan, 2009);
4) Cognitive mastering refers to finding a meaning to the artwork, therefore it
involves higher order interpretations; in the case of film, this stage can refer to
either meaning in the story-world, like understanding of subtle motivations of the
characters, or understanding of the film as an artifact, i.e. presenting story events
in a particular way aiming to affect the viewer (Tan, 1996); 5) Evaluation of the
artwork. For instance, specific lighting used for a scene may be the trademark
of a particular director or may suggest a deeper life meaning. Regarding film, I
consider the idea that stages overlap with one another. Film viewers must make
sense of a constant flow of information and adapt new, unexpected information to
previous interpretations. Comprehension consists of back-and-forth assessment
of story-world and filmic events. When the film ends, a final appreciation emerges
based on all given information, and this appreciation encompasses both affect and
judgment.
The model of Leder and his colleagues (2004) takes into account both the
characteristics of the visual artwork and the observer’s expertise with the form of
art. Whether a diﬃculty is encountered, the challenge accepted, and the successful
cognitive processing achieved, depends not only on the artwork, but also on the
observer’s expertise with the medium and personal life experience. There is a
delicate balance between the level of ambiguity of the artwork and the capacity
of the individual to add a meaning to it. If the activity is too diﬃcult to perform,
viewers will disengage from it, and feel distress. If, however, the task does not
match the skills of the individuals, by being too simple, they may get bored, lose
interest and again, disengage. Expertise is crucial for cognitive processing and
appreciation. Art experts will most often process art attending to style and visual
features, while naive observers will process it attending to their own emotional
states, and the content of the artwork (Parsons, 1987; Winston & Cupchik, 1992).
Previous empirical studies showed that style-based processing is a sign of expertise
(Winston & Cupchik, 1992). Modern art requires expertise for the observer to
attribute a meaning to it – meaning can be found through style knowledge and the
overall knowledge of the maker’s work (Winston & Cupchik, 1992).
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Aesthetic emotion is presented in the model as going hand in hand with the
cognitive processing, the two reinforcing each other constantly. Leder and his
colleagues (2004) do not extensively label the emotion associated with aesthetic
experiences, though. When a challenge within an artwork is resolved, the resulting
emotion is expected to be positive, while failures in comprehending the artwork
are expected to result in purely negative emotions. The aesthetic emotion in
Leder et al.’s model (2004) is the emotion afforded by the viewer’s performance in
cognitive mastering of the artwork. A positive aesthetic emotion would reinforce
the desire to discover more about artwork. These emotions are close to what Silvia
(2009, 2010) names “knowledge-based emotions”, of which interest is a prototype
abundantly occurring in response to film as well as other narrative forms and
works of fine art (Tan, 1996).
The model of aesthetic judgment and appreciation (Leder et al., 2004) is
the most up to date such model at the moment. It has been the basis of the ARS
scale developed that was validated for paintings by Hager et al. (2012); ARS is
the scale I consider the state-of-the-art instrument for aesthetic appreciation,
which I attempt to extend to the film domain. Leder et al.’s proposal (2004), as
I sketched it, is also the theoretical background for the development of the Scale
of Aesthetic Appreciation of Film. The model defines aesthetic appreciation as a
cognitive process in the first place, involving the identification of diﬃculties in
understanding a stimulus, accepting the challenge of comprehension, and finally
succeeding in finding a meaning of the visual artwork. The perception of beauty,
the positive appreciation of the stimuli, and even the emotion of awe (Peterson
& Seligman, 2004; Pearsall, 2007), which are usually associated with aesthetic
appreciation, may be the result of the successful cognitive processing (Leder et al.,
2004).

MEASURES OF AESTHETIC APPRECIATION
Many scales of aesthetic appreciation have been developed within the past years
(Rowold, 2008; Hagtvedt, Hagtvedt, & Patrick, 2008; Hager et al., 2012), but Hager
and her colleagues (2012) offer a complex range of dimensions to their scale, both
cognitive and affective, in accordance with the model of Leder et al. (2004). Hager
et al.’s scale takes into account the viewer as well as the level of expertise he or
she has with the form of art, as well as the extent to each he or she can personally
relate to it. In contrast to Hager et al.’s scale, the other similar scales cover less of
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the concept. I will shortly introduce the other scales, and then focus more on the
structure of ARS (Hager et al., 2012) and on how it relates to Leder et al.’s model
(2004).
Rowold’s Survey for the Assessment of Aesthetic Perception (2008) contains
16 items, which load on three factors labeled emotion, cognition, and selfcongruence. However, the instrument fails to capture those aesthetic judgments
that are most commonly associated with aesthetic appreciation: e.g., beautiful/
not beautiful, pleasant/not pleasant, interesting/boring, good/bad, though most
empirical studies on aesthetic appreciation use these items for self-report (e.g.,
Carbon & Leder, 2005; Cox & Cox, 2002; Hekkert, Snelders, & van Wieringen,
2003; Leder, Carbon, & Ripsas, 2006). Moreover, the emotional dimension of
this scale only captures emotions with positive valence. Hagtvedt and colleagues
(2008) developed a scale that is comprised of two main dimensions, namely
valence and arousal,, which constitute four factors that describe the emotional
reaction to artworks (negative high arousal, negative low arousal, positive high
arousal, positive low arousal).
As said, Hager and her colleagues (2012) have developed the most complete
scale of aesthetic appreciation with visual artworks (ARS) that derives from
the model of aesthetic judgment and appreciation developed by Leder and his
colleagues (2004). I choose to focus on ARS rather than on any other similar
instruments because it is unique in its scope, covering the whole experience of
aesthetic appreciation, and it represents cognitive and affective dimensions. Their
scale has six different dimensions that cover: 1) Cognitive stimulation, which stands
for the cognitive processing involved in understanding the artwork; 2) Artistic
quality that represents the judgment of the object as good art; 3) Positive attraction,
and 4) Negative emotionality, together capturing a broad range of aesthetic
emotions, of both positive and negative valence; 5) the observer’s Expertise and 6)
Self-reference that points to the personal connectivity with the artwork. This scale
covers Leder et al.’s model (2004) to a large extent, and it actually adds a range
of aesthetic emotions that do not directly emerge from the model. These added
emotions are the emotions in the negative emotionality dimension, also proposed
by Silvia (2007; 2009) as aesthetic emotions. For the entire scale, see Table 1. In the
next paragraph I will describe each ARS dimension with examples of items.
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Cognitive stimulation is a dimension that measures perceived cognitive effort,
paired with the positive aspect of interest and desire to take the cognitive challenge
(e.g., ‘This painting is thought-provoking’; ‘It’s fun to deal with this painting’). Artistic
quality dimension refers to judgments of creativity and quality of the artwork (e.g.,
‘This painting features a high level of creativity’). Positive attraction is a dimension
that measures an affective connection with the artwork, and the perception of
beauty (e.g., ‘This painting thrills me; ‘I would consider to pay a huge amount of
money to buy this piece of art’). The dimension of negative emotionality consists
of aversive aesthetic emotions (Silvia, 2007; 2009; e.g., ‘This painting makes me
feel afraid’; ‘This painting makes me sad’). The dimension of expertise refers to the
perceived competence one has with the artwork, and not necessarily the actual,
objective expertise. The items point to familiarity with the artwork (e.g., ‘I am
familiar with this painting’), familiarity with the style and perceived capacity to
find a meaning of the artwork (e.g., ‘ I have an idea of what the artist is trying to
convey with this painting’). The self-reference dimension points to the capacity an
individual has to relate the artwork to his own life experience in more general
terms (e.g., ‘ This painting makes me think about my own life history’).
However complex ARS is, there are some aspects of aesthetic appreciation
that are not covered by it. For instance, at the emotional level, the knowledgebased aesthetic emotions suggested in the model of Leder et al. (2004) are missing
ARS; as well as the self-conscious aesthetic emotions mentioned by Silvia (e.g.,
guilt, shame); and wonder, awe, and the feeling of being changed due to the
exposure to the artwork (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). The negative emotionality
dimension in ARS is made out of aversive emotions (Silvia, 2007; 2009) that,
strangely enough, correlate positively with the other dimensions of ARS (e.g.,
cognitive stimulation, positive attraction). Such positive correlations are actually
in line with the psychological aesthetics literature. It seems that negative emotions
are related to meaning found in artworks, and contribute to their appreciation
(Dewey, 1934; Silvia & Brown, 2007; Silvia, 2009).
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Table 1. Art Reception Survey – ARS (Hager et al., 2012)
SUB-SCALES
I.Cognitive stimulation

ITEMS
1. This painting makes me curious.
2. This painting is thought-provoking.
3. It is exciting to think about this painting.
4. It is fun to deal with this painting.
5. I would like to learn more about the background of this painting.

II.Negative emotionality

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

This painting makes me feel afraid.
This painting makes me sad.
This painting makes me feel troubled.
This painting makes me feel lonesome.
This painting disgusts me.

III.Expertise

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

I can relate this painting to its art historical context.
I can relate this painting to a particular artist.
I know this painting.
I have an idea what the artist is trying to convey with this painting.
With regard to its content, this painting remains inaccessible to me.

IV.Self-reference

16.
17.
18.
19.

This painting makes me think about my own life history.
I can associate this painting with my own personal biography.
Personal memories of mine are linked to this painting.
This painting mirrors my own personal emotional state.

V.Artistic quality

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

This painting is unique.
This painting features a high level of creativity.
The composition of this painting is of high quality.
The artist’s manner of painting is fascinating.
This painting is very innovative.

VI.Positive attraction

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

This painting is pleasant.
This painting is beautiful.
I would consider to invest a large sum of money to buy this piece of art.
This painting thrills me.
I feel inspired by this painting.

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this chapter is to develop and test a complex, multi-dimensional
instrument to measure aesthetic appreciation of film – a Scale of Aesthetic
Appreciation of Film (SAAF). I aim to find the best solution to capture both
the cognitive and the affective processes that lead to the actual judgment and
appreciation of the aesthetics of films. I started from the best of the existing
models of aesthetic appreciation (Leder et al., 2004; Silvia, 2007, 2009; Peterson
& Seligman, 2004), and ARS, the scale developed by Hager and her colleagues
(2012). I attempted to preserve the structure of the ARS as validated by Hager
and her colleagues, and add two elements to it: 1) appreciation of film medium
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particularities: a) film has a time-based character, meaning that it unfolds in time,
and always provides new information; b) film is more heterogeneous in style and
mode of interaction with the viewers; and c) film often has more than one maker;
2) aesthetic emotions, including a) self-conscious emotions and b) awe-related
emotions. Because the added elements are still within the confines of the model
of aesthetic judgment and appreciation developed by Leder and his colleagues
(2004), I expect that the structure of ARS will be replicated in SAAF.
To achieve my goal, I started by generating an initial set of items, based on
previous research. The items were mostly adaptations to film from ARS, including
some new items that capture aspects of aesthetic appreciation not measured in
ARS. A large sample of participants completed the survey three times, after viewing
three film clips, of a different style each (Hollywood production, Art House and
experimental). As I am not interested in capturing differences between film
styles, but want to develop an instrument that can measure aesthetic appreciation
regardless of film style, I computed average scores for each scale item in part from
the scores they got for the three films viewed by each participant. In the first stage,
I investigated the dimensional structure of the joint measurement items, testing
how the six-factor model of ARS, performs with film. According to the model of
aesthetic judgment and appreciation (Leder et al., 2004), there should be a strong
similarity between the observed dimensions and those of ARS. I also explored
whether there was a better matching model for film than the six-factor one, as
there is a chance that due to the medium differences and the different experience
people have with movies than with paintings, aesthetic appreciation may be
working differently for the two. Finally, I investigated whether there were major
differences in the aesthetic appreciation model between the three film styles.
In the second stage, I proceeded from dimensional or factor structure to
developing a measurement instrument: the Scale of Aesthetic Appreciation of
Film (SAAF). The best fitting dimensional model from stage 1 was used as the
starting point. Item selection resulted then in the scale proposed to measure
aesthetic appreciation of films from any genre, in a valid and reliable way. The
third stage validates SAAF further, by assessing its potential for predicting known
differences 1) between film styles and 2) between film audience groups. Can SAAF
discriminate between film styles and film audiences; and do some dimensions
discriminate better than others?
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METHOD
MEASURES
We had 58 items in the initial set. In Table 2 you can find all 23 items directly
adapted from ARS marked with an asterisk (for ARS items see Table 1), together
with the remaining 35 items that were less direct adaptations of ARS due to media
differences. These less direct adaptation are the items pointing to the aesthetic
emotions of Silvia (2007; 2009), as well as other items pointing to the feeling of
awe and deeper understanding of life due to the film, or just items pointing to
medium specific appreciation aspects. As an example of such an item: because of
the time-based character of films, curiosity could be measured through an item
like ‘ At times, this film made me curious’ adapting the original ’This painting makes
me curious’. To make sure I capture the type of curiosity referred to in ARS, I have
decided to use both versions of the item, and check whether they are part of the
same factor, and which one loads better on it (see Tables 1 and 2).
Some ARS items from ARS had to be completely replaced because of the
different experience people have with films as compared to paintings. As example,
‘I would consider to invest a large sum of money to buy this piece of art’ was replaced
with ‘ If I were a film collector, I would like this film to be part of my collection’,
because films are so easily available, and it is not necessary to invest large amounts
of money to own one. All the 58 items the capture aesthetic appreciation rate on
7-point Likert-type scales ranging from 1 (‘completely disagree’) to 7 (‘totally agree’).

PARTICIPANTS, DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
We recruited 322 students from University of Amsterdam as participants in the
study, additional 9 participants from an experimental film event organized at
the Eye Film Institute in Amsterdam, 18 more participants from Facebook arthouse and experimental film groups, and 7 from the International Film Festival in
Rotterdam. Some of the participants did not complete the surveys or gave similar
answers to all questions, so I did not include their answers in the data analysis. I
ended up with a sample of 320 participants (217 females). The average age was M=
25 years (SD = 9.5; range = 18-69).
The study was online, designed with Qualtrics. Each participant watched three
film scenes (either by established directors, or emerging talents – I had two different
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sets of films chosen based on generation of filmmaker for the sake of generalizability
of my findings): a Hollywood production, an Art House film, an experimental film.
Each film scene was preceded by the short text introducing the scene, and after
viewing each film scene, participants had to fill in a questionnaire with the entire set
of items, meaning that the questionnaire was filled in three times by each participant.
The order of the three films each participant watched was randomized. Two questions
were added to the questionnaires to capture the level of comprehension of the film
scenes, the participants having to rate the questions on a 7-point Likert-type scales
ranging from 1 (‘completely disagree’) to 7 (‘totally agree’). The level of understanding
was above the scale’s midpoint (M = 4.36; SD = 1.07).
Table 2. The Initial Set of Items
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

INITIAL SET OF ITEMS
*This film makes me curious.
*This film is thought-provoking.
It is challenging to think about this film.
*I would like to learn more about the background of this film.
It is stimulating to make sense of this film.
**I would like to know more about the making of this film.
**I would like to learn more about the story of this film.
**While watching this film I felt curious at times.
I find this film confusing.
I find irritating the lack of sense in this film.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

*This film makes me feel afraid.
*This film makes me feel sad.
*This film makes me feel troubled.
*This film makes me feel lonesome.
*This film makes me feel disgusted.
***This film makes me feel angry.
This film makes me feel profoundly ill-at-ease.
***This film makes me feel intensely disturbed.
This film makes me feel shocked.
***This film makes me feel surprised.
***This film makes me feel confused.
***This film makes me feel interested.
***This film makes me feel pride.
***This film makes me feel ashamed.
***This film makes me feel guilty.
***This film makes me feel regret.
***This film makes me feel embarrassed.

28.
29.
30.
31.

*I can associate this film with my personal life history.
*Personal memories of mine are linked to this film.
*This film makes me think about my own life history.
*This film mirrors my own emotional state.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

**I am familiar with this film genre.
*I can see how this film fits in the history of film as art.
*I can relate this clip to a particular filmmaker.
This film shows that the maker has an unique personal style.
*I have an idea of what the director is trying to convey with this film.
*With regards to its contents, this film remains inaccessible to me.
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Table 2. Continued
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

INITIAL SET OF ITEMS
*This film is unique.
*This film features a high level of creativity.
**The making of this film is of high quality.
**The construction of this film is of high quality.
*This film is very innovative.
**I appreciate the way style was used to make the film interesting.
**The filmmakers’ craftsmanship is of high quality.
**I find this film interesting because it is told in a different way than normally.
**I thought the story in this clip was artistically interesting.
**The style that was use made the events of the story more special.
**If I were a film collector, I would like this film to be part of my collection.

49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

*I feel inspired by this film.
After watching this film, I felt that my understanding of life was deepened.
While watching this film I sensed something that I could not find a way to express.
*This film is pleasant.
*This film is beautiful.
*This film thrills me.
This film makes me feel intense delight.
This film makes me feel profound wonder.
This film makes me feel deeply astonished.
This film is meaningful.

Note. *Literal reproduction from ARS (Art Reception Survey) with “painting” replaced by “film”;
**Adaptations of ARS;
***Aesthetic emotions missing from ARS, as suggested by Silvia( 2007; 2009).

In the last questionnaire participants were asked some questions about their
taste and experience with movies (objective film expertise): they had to mention
through open-ended questions the favorite films watched during the last two years
and the names of their favorite film directors. They were also asked to pick their
favorite film genres and how often they go to the cinema, how often they watch
movies, and how often they attend movie events. They were also asked to rate
on a scale from 1 (‘not at all important’) to 7 (‘very important’) several reasons
why they watch movies (e.g., entertainment, reflection, meaningful experience).
The interest in experimental film and art video installations was rated separately
with two different questions, on the same scale. The last questionnaire contained
questions about the age and gender of the participants too.
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MATERIALS
Films
Six film scenes, belonging to three different styles, were selected as materials: 2
traditional Hollywood productions (mainstream films usually awarded by the
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Science), 2 belonging to the Art House
genre and 2 experimental films. For reasons of generalizability, each genre was
represented with two scenes from different titles. The films were drawn from
two sets: 1) Films directed by well-established directors, like Martin Scorsese
(Hollywood production, Art House, and experimental); 2) Directed by emerging
talents, like Ben Aﬄeck (Hollywood production, Art House, experimental).
Participants were randomly assigned to watch either one group of films or the
other. The film scenes were extracted from feature films.
The selection of films used as stimuli was based on expert acclaim of quality.
Even if the three categories employ different film making styles, there is some
acknowledgement of quality and artistic elements contained in each of them.
As criterion for agreed acclaim I chose films that got ‘best film’ awards at major
festivals. I distinguished three expert communities that define film as art in
different ways: 1. The Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences delivers the
Oscars, usually to Hollywood productions, of a traditional style; 2) The Art House
film expert community offers awards at the leading film festival of Berlin; 3) The
Ann Arbor Film Festival gives awards to high quality experimental films. To see
the original film titles and the length of the scenes I used, see Table 3.
The length of the selected scenes ranged from 2 minutes to 6 minutes and a half.
Some scenes were complete, uncut (short) films. All cut scenes were taken from
films at 40-49 minutes from their start. A scene was cut out of the experimental
film after the first quarter of the movie. The films were in different languages, and
all of them had English subtitles. The Dutch participants were fluent in English.

Text
Each film was preceded by a short text with background information of the story.
The descriptions were adaptations from the synopsis texts on the International
Movie Database website (IMDB). The texts were in English.
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Table 3. Film Titles Used as Stimulus Material – Segment Duration

Established director
Emerging talent

TRADITIONAL
HOLLYWOOD
The Departed1
(4 min. 57 s)
Argo4
(4 min. 56 s)

FILM STYLE
ART-HOUSE
Intimacy2
(5 min. 57 s)
Gegen die Wand5
(5 min. 22 s)

EXPERIMENTAL
Chinese Series3
(2 min. 7 s)
In the Absence of Light,
Darkness Prevails6
(5 min. 2 s)

1
Grey, B., King, G., Pitt, B. (Producers), & Scorsese, M. (Director) (2006). The Departed. USA/
Hong Kong: Warner Bros., Plan B Entertainment, IEG, & Vertigo Entertainment.
2
Cassavetti, P., Hinstin, J. (Producers), & Chéreau, P. (Director) (2001). Intimacy. France/UK/
Germany/Spain: Téléma.
3 Brakhage, S. (2003). Chinese Series. USA: Stan Brakhage. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=w2qL2rwgJsM.
4 Aﬄeck, B., Clooney, G., Heslov, G. (Producers), & Aﬄeck, B. (Director) (2012). Argo. USA:
Warner Bros. & Smokehouse Pictures.
5 Akdeniz, A., Schubert, S., Schwingel, R. (Producers), & Akin, F. (Director) (2004). Gegen
die Wand. Germany/Turkey: Arte, Bavaria Film International, NDR, Panfilm, & Wüste
Filmproduktion.
6 Silva, F. (Producer and Director) (2010). In the Absence of Light Darkness Prevails. Brazil/USA:
Fern Silva. Retrieved from https://vimeo.com/31342808.

CRITERION VARIABLES
Together with film style (Traditional Hollywood, Art House, experimental) that
is a criterion variable, I obtained a second criterion variable: audience. I obtained
three different audience groups (traditional Hollywood film audience, Art House
film audience and experimental film audience) based on: 1) the source of the
data, and 2) the coding. I recruited participants on Facebook groups and during
film events specialized on target film styles (traditional Hollywood, Art House
or experimental). I used this information to further code the questions at the
end of the questionnaire about film genre preferences, reason to watch movies,
frequency of watching movies and attending film events and experimental video
installations. In the end the study had 226 Hollywood film audience members,
76 Art House audience members and 18 experimental film audience members
as participants.
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RESULTS
The entire set of 58 items was subjected to PCA. Scores of all items were averaged
across the three film styles, as I was not interested in investigating differences
between the styles, but rather in capturing the more general model of aesthetic
appreciation of film.

STAGE 1A – FACTOR STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLETE ITEM SET
During stage 1 of the data analysis, I aimed to identify how the 6-factor model that
works best for aesthetic appreciation with paintings (see ARS in Table 1) would work
with film. I ran a six factor solution PCA with oblique rotation (Direct Oblimin).
The data met the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin’s sample adequacy criteria, 95, confirming
the appropriateness of using factorial models. The rotation of the factors was done
because correlations between some of the factors were considerable. Following
Hager et al.’s procedure, all items with a loading higher than .40 on the main factor,
and lower than .30 on the other factors were retained in the model (Hager et al.,
2012). Six factors, which were similar in content to the factors in ARS, emerged
(see Table 1 and Table 4). The first factor explains by itself 37.44% of the data
variance, while the entire six-factor solution explains 69.43 % of variance.
All but one factor could be labelled exactly after the factors in ARS: 1) Cognitive
stimulation, 2) Negative emotionality, 3) Self-reference, 4) Artistic quality, and 5)
Positive attraction (see Table 4). The remaining factor could not be interpreted as
Expertise; it seemed to measure something more like Understanding (see Table 4).
In total 46 items made it in the six-factor model of aesthetic appreciation of film.
The factors are all correlated positively with each other, with the exception that
understanding correlated negatively with all other factors. However, this occurs
simply because its items are phrased negatively, pointing to lack of understanding
and confusion (see Table 5 for correlations). For a comparison of original ARS
with the stage 1A items, see Table 1 that shows ARS, and Table 4 that shows the
items in the six-factor model of aesthetic appreciation of film.
A large majority of the ARS items directly adapted to film returned in the
six-factor model of aesthetic appreciation: 18 out of 23. Initially there were three
cognitive stimulation items adapted from ARS for film, and all of them emerged
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in the cognitive stimulation factor of the emerging model, together with six other
items: an extra item pointing to curiosity, one to interest in general, three to
capture interest in several aspects of film making, and one to capture cognitive
diﬃculty – see Table 4). Five negative emotionality items from ARS were adapted
to film, and all appeared in the negative emotionality factor of the resulting model,
together with eight other items pointing to other aesthetic emotions: self-related
emotions and aversive emotions (see Table 4).
Table 4. Six-Factor Solution Aesthetic Appreciation of Film (58 Initial Items)
FACTOR
1. Cognitive
stimulation

ITEM
69,43% of total variance explained
While watching this film, I felt curious at times*.
(ARS)This film makes me curious*.
I would like to learn more about the story of this film*.
(ARS)I would like to learn more about the background of
this film*.
It is stimulating to make sense of this film*.
This film makes me feel interested*.
(ARS)This film is thought-provoking*.
I would like to know more about the making of this film*.
It is challenging to think about this film*.

LOADING

M (SD)

.92
.86
.85
.82

4.6 (1.14)
4.51 (1.16)
4.59 (1.18)
4.35 (1.22)

.78
.73
.68
.65
.57

4.23 (1.09)
4.39 (1.12)
4.39 (1.12)
3.85 (1.3)
4.16 (1.09)

2. Negative
emotionality

(ARS)This film makes me feel disgusted*.
This film makes me feel angry*.
This film makes me feel profoundly ill at ease*.
(ARS)This film makes me feel afraid*.
This film makes me feel ashamed.
This film makes me feel shocked*.
(ARS)This film makes me feel sad.
This film makes me feel intensely disturbed*.
(ARS)This film makes me feel lonesome.
This film makes me feel guilty.
(ARS)This film makes me feel troubled*.
This film makes me feel embarrassed.
This film makes me feel pride.

.88
.88
.85
.83
.82
.81
.8
.79
.79
.79
.77
.76
.54

2.66 (1.22)
2.5 (1.2)
2.46 (1.19)
2.47 (1.22)
2.05 (1.12)
2.8 (1.24)
2.77 (1.32)
2.61 (1.24)
2.42 (1.21)
2.02 (1.12)
2.88 (1.36)
2.09 (1.13)
2.29 (1.19)

3. Self-reference

(ARS)I can associate this film with my personal life history*.
(ARS)Personal memories of mine are linked to this film*.
(ARS)This film makes me think about my own life history*.
(ARS)This film mirrors my own emotional state*.
After watching this film, I felt that my understanding of life
has deepened.
(ARS)I can relate this film clip to a particular filmmaker.
(ARS)I feel inspired by this film.
While watching the film, I sensed something that I could not
find a way to express.

-.9
-.89
-.88
-.87
-.52

1.84 (1.15)
1.93 (1.01)
2.09 (1.09)
1.89 (1.02)
2.53 (1.31)

-.5
-.49
-.46

2.61 (1.35)
3 (1.28)
2.77 (1.39)
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Table 4. Continued
FACTOR

ITEM
69,43% of total variance explained
4. Artistic quality (ARS)This film features a high level of creativity*.
(ARS)This film is very innovative*.
This film shows that the maker has an unique, personal style.
The filmmaker’s craftsmanship is of high quality*.
The construction of this film is of high quality.
The making of this film is of high quality.
I find this film interesting because it is told in a different way
than normally.
I thought the story in this clip was artistically interesting.
I appreciate the way the style was used to make the film
interesting.
If I were a film collector, I would like this film to be part of
my collection.

LOADING

M (SD)

.83
.82
.81
.76
.72
.66
.58

4.56 (1.17)
4.02 (1.09)
4.22 (1.17)
4.18 (1.18)
4.2 (1.12)
4.19 (1.14)
4.1 (1.25)

.58
.56

4 (1.19)
4.34 (1.24)

.54

3.57(1.3)

5. Positive
attraction

This film makes me feel profound wonder.
(ARS)I find this film beautiful.
This film makes me feel deeply astonished.

-.43
-.42
-.4

3.24 (1.27)
3.49(1.22)
3.02 (1.21)

6. Understanding

I find this film confusing*.
I find irritating the lack of sense in this film*.
(ARS)With regards to its contents, this film remains
inaccessible to me.

.83
.75
.43

4.13 (1.12)
3.52 (1.11)
3.34 (1.17)

Note. *high degree of homogeneity;
ARS = direct adaptations from ARS;
M = mean; SD = standard deviation.

Table 5. Between-Factor Correlations in The Six-Factor Model Aesthetic Appreciation of
Film
FACTOR
1. Cognitive stimulation
2. Negative emotionality
3. Self-reference
4. Artistic quality
5. Positive attraction
6. Understanding

1
.19
.25
.5
.17
-.23

2
.38
.23
.17
-.18

3
.36
.18
-.21

4
.17
-.1

5
-.01

6
-

All four self-reference items from ARS (see Table 1) were directly adapted to film,
and all made it in the self-reference factor of the model, together with four other
items. Two of the four extra items are direct adaptations from ARS as well but
belonging to different subscales: one is an adaptation of an expertise item from
ARS, and the other of a positive attraction item from ARS (see Table 1 for ARS and
Table 4). The other two items point to a deeper understanding of life due to the
exposure to the film.
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Three artistic quality items of ARS were directly adapted to film, and two of these
made it in the factor of artistic quality of the emerging model. The other eight items
representing this factor capture the perceived quality of different aspects of the film
(see Tables 1 and 4). As to positive attraction, only one out of 5 items adapted from
ARS (‘beauty’) returned in the factor. In addition, two items pointing to awe and
delight made it as part of the factor (see Table 4). In comparison with ARS, positive
attraction seems weak and ambiguous as a factor of aesthetic appreciation of film:
only three items load on it. Five ARS expertise items had been directly adapted to
film, and one of them (‘With regards to its contents, this film remains inaccessible
to me’) was included in the Understanding factor of the film model, together with
two other items that capture confusion and lack of understanding (see Table 4).

STAGE 1B – FACTOR STRUCTURE OF HOMOGENOUS ITEMS
Given that the aesthetic appreciation of film may differ between film styles, at
stage 1B I identified the homogenous items, meaning the items that belong to
the model of aesthetic appreciation of film regardless of film style. To identify the
homogenous items PCAs were run for each film style separately with a 6-factor
solution. Next, I will present the comparison of the three factor structures with the
overall structure interpreted in stage 1A. The comparison will enable us to identify
film category-homogenous items, that is items that measure the same construct
across the film categories. I define items as homogenous if they load on factors
in every model of aesthetic appreciation of film, that is the overall model and the
ones emerging for each film style in part.
In the case of Hollywood traditional films, the six-factor model of aesthetic
appreciation was identical to the overall model, but factors were emerged in a
different order, understanding being extracted before positive attraction: cognitive
stimulation, negative emotionality, self-reference, artistic quality, understanding and
positive attraction. In the case of Art House films, the same factors emerged but
in a different order: artistic quality comes first, followed by negative emotionality,
self-reference, cognitive stimulation, positive attraction and understanding.
Understanding is a weaker factor than in the overall model, having only two items,
and positive attraction did not emerge altogether. In the case of experimental film,
the extraction order of the factors is also changed to cognitive stimulation, negative
emotionality, understanding, artistic quality, and self-reference.
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Based on the four emerging factor structures (the overall one, the traditional
Hollywood film, the Art House film and the experimental film), I identified the
film category-homogenous items. Table 4 shows which items were considered film
category-homogenous (the homogenous items are marked with an asterisk). All items
of the cognitive stimulation factor are homogenous. The negative emotionality factor
has 7 out of 13 items that are homogenous (see Table 4). The emotions that do not fall
into the homogeneity category are: sadness, loneliness, and the self-related emotions.
Only 4 items out of the initial 8 in the self-reference factor are homogenous, and
they are the 4 items directly adapted from ARS to match film (see Table 4). Artistic
quality has only three homogenous items out of ten. Two of the homogenous
items are those adapted from ARS (see Table 4 and Table 1), measuring perceived
creativity and innovation quality, while the third points to the quality of the
craftsmanship of the film (see Table 4).
None of the positive attraction items are actually homogenous: these items
keep loading on different factors depending on film style. There is no positive
attraction factor in the case of experimental film or in the case of Art House
film, though, in the latter case, some items expected to load on positive attraction
load on artistic quality. In the case of understanding, two items out of three are
homogenous, but the only item directly adapted from ARS is not (see Table 4).
In the end, 25 items out of the 46 that made it in the general model of aesthetic
appreciation of film are homogenous category (see Table 4).
When only looking at the homogenous items, it seems that a model with
six factors is not the most suitable for aesthetic appreciation of film, as one of
the resulting factors does not have any homogenous item whatsoever (positive
attraction). In Stage 2 I will proceed exploring the possibility of a better-suited
model of aesthetic appreciation of film with fewer factors than six.

STAGE 2 – PROPOSED SCALE FOR AESTHETIC APPRECIATION OF
FILM (SAAF)
Another PCA was run with homogenous items only. This means 25 items were
introduced in this PCA. I used the same oblique rotation procedure – direct
oblimin. The data proved fit for factor analysis, as it met the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin’s
sample adequacy criteria: .92. Using the scree plot for cut-off, a model with five
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factors seemed suitable, explaining 77.02% of the total variance in the data. All
25 items loaded high enough on the five factors. The emerging factors are the
same with the ones in the 6-factor model, without positive attraction: cognitive
stimulation, negative emotionality, self-reference, artistic quality and understanding
(see Table 6). The model of aesthetic appreciation of film with five factors seems
to be robust, given that all 25 homogenous items loaded on one of the five factors
suﬃciently. However, it should be noted that understanding has only two items.
We propose the five-factor solution as the Scale of Aesthetic Appreciation of
Film (SAAF). Aesthetic Appreciation of Film consist of five different subscales: A.
cognitive stimulation, B. negative emotionality, C. self-reference, D. artistic quality
and E. understanding. The reliability of each subscale was assessed, and it seems
that all five were reliable (see Table 4), with Cronbach’s alphas ranging from .8
(understanding) to 9.5 (cognitive stimulation and self-reference). Researchers who
use the scale may consider to cut on cognitive stimulation (nine items), as it has
several virtually identical items. To explore what abbreviations can be considered
in future use, I determined which items fit worse in the scale. Item total correlations
for all cognitive stimulation items were appropriate, but two items are almost
identical: ‘This film makes me curious’ and ‘While watching this film I felt curious at
times’. Because of its match with the time-based character of movies I recommend
to keep ‘While watching this film I felt curious at times’, and leave the other out.
Of two other similar items, ‘I would like to learn more about the story of this
film’ and ‘I would like to learn more about the background of this film’ I recommend
to keep the second one in SAAF, because it is more inclusive: the background
of the story can include its story, but also other details leading to the creation of
the film. Using the same criteria, all other items, in all five sub-scales, should be
maintained as part of SAAF (see Table 4).

STAGE 3A. VALIDATING THE SCALE OF AESTHETIC APPRECIATION
OF FILM (SAAF)
A first test of SAAF’s construct validity is to check whether the scale exhibits a
structure similar to the five factor structure obtained earlier for the larger item
set, which in turn corresponded to ARS. At this stage I ran a last PCA with the
remaining 23 items in the five-factor model of aesthetic appreciation of film (see
Table 7), to see if the model is still robust. I used the same method of rotation,
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oblimin, and found a strong five-factor model, in which no item was dismissed,
explaining 76.89 % of the variance in the data (see Table 7). All the items fit well
into their scales, and all the Cronbach’s alphas are above .8, showing that SAAF is a
reliable instrument of measurement.
Table 6. Five-Factor Solution Aesthetic Appreciation of Film (Only The Homogenous
Items)
FACTOR

ITEM
LOADING
77.02% of total variance explained
.98
Cognitive
While watching this film, I felt
curious at times.
stimulation
.91
This film makes me curious.
.9
I would like to learn more about
the story of this film.
.87
I would like to learn more about
the background of this film.
.85
It is stimulating to make sense of
this film.
.8
This film makes me feel interested.
.69
I would like to know more about
the making of this film.
This film is thought-provoking.
.69
It is challenging to think about
.56
this film.
.92
Negative
This film makes me feel disgusted.
emotionality
.88
This film makes me feel angry.
.87
This film makes me feel profoundly
ill at ease.
.83
This film makes me feel intensely
disturbed.
.83
This film makes me feel shocked.
.83
This film makes me feel afraid.
.77
This film makes me feel troubled.
-.95
Self-reference I can associate this film with my
personal life history.
-.94
Personal memories of mine are
linked to this film.
-.92
This film makes me think about my
own life history.
This film mirrors my own
-.89
emotional state.
.93
Artistic quality This film features a high level of
creativity.
.91
This film is very innovative.
.68
The filmmaker’s craftsmanship is of
high quality.
.92
Understanding I find this film confusing.
.84
I find irritating the lack of sense in
this film.
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M (SD)

α

4.6 (1.14)

.95

ITEM/TOTAL
CORRELATION
.84

4.51 (1.16)
4.59 (1.18)

.75
.84

4.35 (1.22)

.85

4.23 (1.09)

.85

4.39 (1.12)
3.85 (1.3)

.79
.78

4.36 (1.08)
4.16 (1.09)

.75
.55

2.66 (1.22)
2.5 (1.2)
2.46 (1.19)

.94

.8
.82
.86

2.61(1.24)

.82

2.8 (1.24)
2.47 (1.22)
2.88 (1.36)
1.84 (1.15)

.81
.79
.73
.9

.95

1.93 (1.01)

.86

2.09 (1.09)

.88

1.89 (1.02)

.84

4.56 (1.17)

.85

4.02 (1.09)
4.22 (1.17)
4.13 (1.12)
3.52 (1.11)

.73
.76
.66

.8

.67
.67
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Table 7. The Scale of Aesthetic Appreciation of Film (SAAF)
FACTOR

ITEM
LOADING
76.89% of total variance explained
.97
Cognitive
While watching this film, I felt
curious at times.
stimulation
.89
It is stimulating to make sense of
this film.
.88
I would like to learn more about
the background of this film.
.79
This film makes me feel interested.
.71
I would like to know more about
the making of this film.
.71
This film is thought-provoking.
.61
It is challenging to think about
this film.
.92
Negative
This film makes me feel disgusted.
emotionality
.88
This film makes me feel angry.
.87
This film makes me feel profoundly
ill at ease.
.83
This film makes me feel intensely
disturbed.
.83
This film makes me feel shocked.
.83
This film makes me feel afraid.
.76
This film makes me feel troubled.
-.94
Self-reference I can associate this film with my
personal life history.
-.94
Personal memories of mine are
linked to this film.
-.92
This film makes me think about my
own life history.
This film mirrors my own emo-.89
tional state.
.93
Artistic quality This film features a high level of
creativity.
.92
This film is very innovative.
.68
The filmmaker’s craftsmanship is of
high quality.
.92
Understanding I find this film confusing.
.85
I find irritating the lack of sense in
this film.

M (SD)

α

4.6 (1.14)

.92

ITEM/TOTAL
CORRELATION
.81

4.59 (1.18)

.85

4.35 (1.22)

.84

4.23 (1.09)
4.39 (1.12)

.76
.77

3.85 (1.3)
4.16 (1.09)

.74
.55

2.66 (1.22)
2.5 (1.2)
2.46 (1.19)

.94

.8
.82
.86

2.61(1.24)

.82

2.8 (1.24)
2.47 (1.22)
2.88 (1.36)
1.84 (1.15)

.81
.79
.73
.9

.95

1.93 (1.01)

.86

2.09 (1.09)

.88

1.89 (1.02)

.84

4.56 (1.17)

.85

4.02 (1.09)
4.22 (1.17)
4.13 (1.12)
3.52 (1.11)

.73
.76
.66

.8

.67
.67

STAGE 3B. SAAF CAPACITY TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN FILM
STYLES AND FILM AUDIENCES
The final construct validation consisted of tests checking whether SAAF could
differentiate between stimuli represented by known film styles (ecological
validity) and between film audience groups (known groups validity). I started by
computing average values of the cognitive stimulation, negative emotionality, selfreference, artistic quality, understanding and overall aesthetic appreciation items
for each film style in part (see Table 8 for means and standard deviations of each).
Next, I ran six different repeated-measures ANOVAs with aesthetic appreciation,
cognitive stimulation, negative emotionality, self-reference, artistic quality and
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understanding as dependent variables, averaged per participant across film style
categories. All the ANOVA analyses had film style as within-subjects factor, type
of audience as a between-subjects factor, and gender and age as covariates. The
repeated measures ANOVA with aesthetic appreciation that is the total SAAF
score as dependent variable showed a significant main effect of audience group
on aesthetic appreciation (F(2, 315) = 6.4, p <=.002, partial η2 = .04). As could be
expected, the experimental film audience reported significantly higher aesthetic
appreciation than the other two groups, while the Hollywood film audience
reported the lowest level of aesthetic appreciation (see Table 9). A LSD post-hoc
test showed that both the experimental film audience (p = .01) and the Art House
film audience (p = .05) reported significantly more aesthetic appreciation than the
Hollywood film audience (see Table 9). I did not find any significant main effect
of film style on aesthetic appreciation (F(1.93, 607.83) = .01, p = ns). I found a
significant interaction effect between the film style and the type of audience on
aesthetic appreciation (F(3.86, 607.83) = 10.37, p <= .001, partial η2 = .06).
Table 8. Aesthetic Appreciation and Its Five Dimensions – Means (M) and Standard
Deviations (SD) for Each Film Style
FILM STYLE

DIMENSION

M (SD)

AESTHETIC
APPRECIATION
M (SD)
3.54 (.75)

Traditional Hollywood Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding *

4.67 (1.31)
2.92 (1.37)
1.82 (1.13)
4.76 (1.47)
4.73 (1.56)

Art House

Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding *

4.46 (1.23)
2.41 (1.19)
2.19 (1.33)
3.96 (1.33)
3.27 (1.42)

3.56 (.78)

Experimental

Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding *

3.69 (1.73)
2.56 (1.31)
1.74 (1.15)
4.04 (1.53)
2.96 (.96)

2.96 (.96)

Note. * reversed scores.
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Table 9. Aesthetic Appreciation and Its Five Dimensions – Means (M) and Standard
Deviations (SD) by Audience Group and Film Style
AUDIENCE

FILM STYLE

DIMENSION

Traditional
Hollywood

Traditional
Hollywood

Traditional
Hollywood

Art House

Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding
Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding
Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding

Experimental

M (SD)
4.71 (1.34)
2.66 (1.19)
2.06 (1.11)
4.75 (1.45)
4.66 (1.51)
4.39 (1.27)
2.34 (1.13)
2.08 (1.16)
3.88 (1.32)
4.65 (1.41)
3.47 (1.74)
2.34 (1.18)
1.65 (1.02)
3.95 (1.52)
2.73 (1.61)

Total
Art House

Traditional
Hollywood

Art House

Experimental

Traditional
Hollywood

Art House

3.47 (.78)

2.83 (.92)

3.35 (.61)
Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding
Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding
Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding

4.88 (1.23)
2.71 (1.3)
2.26 (1.01)
4.85 (1.47)
4.95 (1.67)
4.85 (1.06)
2.55 (1.13)
2.47 (1.31)
4.28 (1.33)
4.68 (1.38)
3.9 (1.67)
2.41 (1.2)
1.84 (1.03)
4.18 (1.65)
2.95 (1.4)

Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding
Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding

4.79 (1.5)
2.48 (1.2)
2.48 (.82)
4.55 (1.79)
5.55 (1.69)
4.59 (1.63)
2.33 (1.4)
2.74 (1.31)
3.65 (1.29)
5.92 (1.1)

Total
Experimental

AESTHETIC
APPRECIATION
M (SD)
3.77 (.77)

3.93 (.76)

3.77 (.7)

3.06 (.88)

3.59 (.53)
3.97 (.7)

3.85 (.86)
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Table 9. Continued
AUDIENCE

FILM STYLE

DIMENSION

Experimental

Experimental

Cognitive stimulation
Negative emotionality
Self-reference
Artistic quality
Understanding

Total

M (SD)
5.34 (1.08)
2.86 (1.31)
3.2 (1.35)
4.59 (1.02)
5.28 (1.44)

AESTHETIC
APPRECIATION
M (SD)
4.26 (.75)

4.03 (.56)

Note. * reversed scores.

As expected, the interaction effect shows that there is a tendency for each audience
group to report the largest aesthetic appreciation for the film style they are most
used to, but this tendency is particularly strong when it comes to the experimental
film and its audience group, and disappears in the case of the Art House film and
its audience group (see Figure 1). The experimental film audience showed a linear
increase in aesthetic appreciation from the traditional Hollywood film, to the Art
House, reaching the highest peak with experimental film. In the case of Hollywood
and Art House film audiences, they show similar trends. Specifically, both groups
reported the lowest level of aesthetic appreciation for experimental film and the
highest level of aesthetic appreciation for the Hollywood film (see Figure1).
The repeated measures ANOVA with cognitive stimulation as a dependent
variable revealed a significant main effect of audience group (F(2, 315) = 3.48,
p < .05, partial η2 = .02). The effect shows that the experimental film audience
experiences more cognitive stimulation than the other two audience groups; the
Hollywood audience group reported the lowest level of cognitive stimulation
(see Table 9). No significant main effect of film style on cognitive stimulation
was found (F(1.92, 605) = .4, p = ns) . I found a significant interaction effect
between audience group and film style on cognitive stimulation (F(3.84, 605)
= 4.86; p = .001, partial η2 = .03, see Figure 1B). The interaction effect shows
that whereas each of the three audience groups report similar levels of cognitive
stimulation for the Hollywood and the Art House films, when it comes to
experimental film, the experimental film audience shows a dramatic increase in
cognitive stimulation, while the other audience groups show a dramatic decrease
in cognitive stimulation (see Figure 1B and Table 9). The levels of cognitive
stimulation experienced by the experimental film audience with Hollywood and
Art House film are considerably lower than the levels of cognitive stimulation
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experienced by the Hollywood and Art House audience groups with the same
film styles (see Table 9 and Figure 1A).
The repeated measures ANOVA with negative emotionality as dependent
variable revealed a significant main effect of film style (F(1.91, 601.29) = 4.22, p
=.01, partial η2 = .01). The level of negative emotionality is lower when viewing Art
House films than when viewing Hollywood traditional films or experimental films
(see Table 8). No main effect of film audience was found (F(2, 315) = 1.03, p = ns). A
significant interaction effect between film style and audience group was found also
in the case of negative emotionality (F(3.82, 601.29) = 3.4, p = .01, partial η2 = .02,
see Figure 1). The interaction effect shows that when it comes to Art House film,
the Hollywood film audience reports the lowest level of negative emotionality, and
even in this group, negative emotionality is not lower than with experimental film.
Negative emotionality is actually quite low overall, regardless of film style or audience
group, except for the negative emotionality rating of the experimental audience for
the experimental film that shows high values (see Table 9 and Figure 1C).
The repeated measures ANOVA with self-reference as dependent variable
revealed a significant main effect of audience group (F(2, 315) = 4.88, p <= .01,
partial η2 = .03). The experimental film audience reported the highest level of
self-reference, while the traditional Hollywood film audience, the lowest (see
Table 9). A significant interaction effect between audience group and film style
on self-reference (F(3.96, 624.45) = 6.26, p <= .001, partial η2 = .04) shows that
the experimental film audience only experiences more self-reference than the
other audience groups when it comes to experimental film (see Figure 1D and
Table 9). The level of self-reference experienced by this group with Art House and
Hollywood films is similar to that experienced by the Art House audience group.
Both the Hollywood and the Art House film audience groups show the lowest
levels of self-reference with experimental film.
A repeated measures ANOVA with artistic quality as dependent variable did
not reveal any main effect of either the audience group or film style. It seems that
the assessment of artistic quality is dependent on film style and audience group,
as separate factors, for there is a significant interaction between the independent
variables only on artistic quality (F( 3.83, 602.73) = 4.01, p <=01, partial η2 = .02,
see Figure 1E).
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The interaction effect shows that, as expected, experimental film audience attributes
the highest artistic quality to experimental film, while the traditional Hollywood
audience attributes the highest artistic quality to Hollywood films. Surprisingly,
the Art House audience group has a similar pattern of artistic quality attribution
with the traditional Hollywood film audience (see Figure 1E). The levels of artistic
quality attributed by the experimental film audience to the traditional Hollywood
films and the Art House films are lower than any rating given by the other audience
groups to these films (see Figure 1E and Table 9).
A repeated measures ANOVA with understanding as dependent variable
revealed a significant main effect of audience group (F(2, 315) = 11.25, p <=
.001, partial η2 = .07); the experimental film audience shows a higher level of
understanding of the film clips regardless of style, as compared to the other two
audience groups (see Table 9). There is also a close to significant main effect of
film style on understanding (F(1.95, 615.27) = 2.95, p = .053, partial η2 = .01).
The effect suggests that the experimental films are harder to understand than the
traditional Hollywood films and the Art House films (see Table 8).
As expected again, there is also a significant interaction effect between
audience group and film style on understanding (F(3.91, 615.27) = 2.89, p =
.02, partial η2 = .02, see Figure 1F). The effect shows that the experimental film
audience understands better the film clips than the other audience groups, but only
in the case of the Art House films and experimental films. The Hollywood films are
being understood equally well by all audience groups (see Table 9 and Figure 1F).
While the Art House and the Hollywood film audience groups understand Art
House film clips as well as they do traditional Hollywood ones, they have a poor
understanding of the experimental film.
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Figure 1. Interaction effects of film style and type of audience on aesthetic appreciation (A) and
its five dimensions: cognitive stimulation (B), negative emotionality (C), self-reference (D),
artistic quality (E) and understanding (F)
Note. Figure 1F refers to reversed understanding scores.
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DISCUSSION
The main goals of this chapter were 1) to identify the underlying dimensional
structure of aesthetic appreciation of film, and to check how similar this is to the
dimensional structure of aesthetic appreciation of paintings (Hager et al, 2012),
2) to develop a reliable instrument that can measure aesthetic appreciation of film
(Scale of Aesthetic Appreciation of Film), and 3) to check the construct validity of
this instrument further, by investigating whether SAAF can discriminate between
film audience groups and/or between film styles.
In this section I will discuss to what extent I accomplished each of the
three goals through my study. Data revealed a five-factor structure of aesthetic
appreciation of film that is similar to the structure of aesthetic appreciation of
paintings (Hager et al., 2012), and that mirrors well the model of aesthetic
judgment and appreciation of Leder et al. (2004). Four factors are almost identical
for both models, for paintings and for film, and these explain most of the variance:
1) Cognitive stimulation, 2) Negative emotionality, 3) Self-reference, and 4) Artistic
quality. A fifth factor seemed to differ for the two scales, but the difference between
Expertise (ARS) and Understanding (SAAF) doesn’t appear to be conceptually
unbridgeable. A larger difference may be the absence of Positive attraction in SAAF.
Relatively minor differences between the structures of appreciation as measured
by ARS and SAAF will be discussed in detail later in this section.
The fact that aesthetic appreciation constructs show similarities across
two different media, as observed in this study, has a background in the model of
aesthetic appreciation by Leder et al. (2004). The model of Leder and his colleagues
gives the theoretical background for both ARS and SAAF, as it represents a general
psychological theory of aesthetics. The cognitive efforts, activities, emotions and
achievements that result in aesthetic appreciation are assumed to be predominantly
similar across categories of aesthetic stimuli, from furniture to paintings and music
pieces. The current study has shown that film also can be ranked under the stimuli
that give rise to generic cognitive and affective processes typical for aesthetic response.
The resulting Scale of Aesthetic Appreciation of Film (SAAF) proves to be a
reliable instrument, as witnessed by internal consistency of the scale as a whole
and of its component scales. Internal consistency is high, especially in view of
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the heterogeneity of test participants and stimuli. The construct validity of the
measurement instrument was as satisfactory as a first validation could be. The
structure of aesthetic appreciation of SAAF proved to highly correspond with that
of ARS. Sub-scales could overall be interpreted to measure the same constructs
for films and paintings. The construct validity of SAAF was further corroborated
in that it managed to discriminate between different film audience groups and
film styles. SAAF is able to account for a film’s aesthetic appreciation in terms
of not only the viewer’s taste, or the film style, but rather a combination of the
two (Leder et al., 2004). Observed audience and style interactions were consistent
with expectations. Perhaps the most convincing achievement is that SAAF could
deal with the appreciation of experimental films that seems to differ significantly
depending on audience group.

THE MODEL OF AESTHETIC APPRECIATION OF FILM –
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES FROM ARS
The differential validity of SAAF can be evaluated by closely inspecting similarities
and differences between the structures of aesthetic appreciation for film and
paintings. As said, the fifth factor in the model of aesthetic appreciation of film,
Understanding, is not part of ARS, but it does seem to be an alternative to Expertise,
which belongs to ARS. Understanding points to diﬃculty in understanding the
film and to the frustration accompanying this diﬃculty, phrasing all its items
negatively. Expertise, on the other hand, points to the observer’s perceived own
familiarity with the style, with the painter, and to the feeling of understanding the
artwork due to that expertise. What expertise (ARS) and understanding (SAAF)
seem to have in common is an evaluation of cognitive mastery of a film, the former
positively toned, and taking external professional standards into consideration,
the latter negatively toned, with a more internal focus on personal performance.
Positive attraction is only part of the model of aesthetic appreciation of
paintings, but not of films. It was unexpected to see that positive attraction, the
factor most intuitively associated with aesthetic appreciation, does not seem to
represent a distinct, homogenous factor in the model when it comes to film,
especially since films are also enjoyed for their entertainment value. The finding
is even more surprising when we consider that many previous empirical studies
measured aesthetic appreciation using only items that point to positive attraction:
beauty, being pleasant, likeability (e.g., Furnham & Walker, 2001; Jacobsen &
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Höfel, 2003; Russell, 2003). In any case, it would not be right to interpret the
absence of a factor with this name as a sign that positive attraction is not part of
the experience of aesthetic appreciation of films at all. What we can conclude,
though, is that positive attraction is just more diffuse a factor in appreciation of
film than that of paintings, and more dependent on the particular film that is to
be appreciated – positive attraction items seem to pair with different other factors,
depending on film style.
Next, I will discuss the meaning of the factors that were largely identical for the
two models of aesthetic appreciation: cognitive stimulation, negative emotionality,
self-reference, and artistic quality, while also looking at dissimilarities. The fact that
cognitive stimulation explains the largest variance of aesthetic appreciation, regardless
of medium, is not a surprise, as intellectual engagement has been often associated
with aesthetic experience (Berlyne, 1949; Martindale, 1984; Cupchik & Gebotys,
1990). Leder and his colleagues (2004) also emphasised in their model that cognitive
effort is important in achieving aesthetic appreciation, and when successful, it may
bring intense gratifications. This factor is similar for paintings and film.
Negative emotionality is the second next important factor that defines aesthetic
appreciation for both paintings and film. This finding is in line with contemporary
aesthetics: in psychological aesthetics, the work of Silvia on aesthetic emotions
(Silvia, 2009; Silvia & Brown, 2007) made the point that art tends to provoke
negative emotions. The seven negative emotions that made it in the factorial
model as homogenous items represent discomfort, anger, and disgust. The more
melancholic emotions of sadness and loneliness did not make it into the film model
as homogenous items, though they are part of ARS. The reason for the difference
between the factorial models of aesthetic appreciation in terms of negative emotions
may be the fact that films often have a clear narrative, as compared to paintings, and
the content of the narrative may control the emotional mood, and viewers’ type of
emotions. Some narratives lead to sadness, while others lead to different negative
emotions. Melancholic emotions seem to be more dependent on the narrative content
than the other aversive emotions that appear to be part of aesthetic appreciation
regardless of film content. Paintings, on the other hand, offer more room for
interpretation, and people may generally be more inclined to add feelings, including
melancholy, to paintings. Interestingly, and in support to this interpretation, when
looking at the factorial models for each film style separately, it seems that loneliness
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and sadness are part of the negative emotionality factor in the case of experimental
film; experimental films I used did not have a narrative.
Self-reference, as part of film appreciation, is identical to self-reference in ARS:
in both media the factor seems to represent a perceived connection with the object
of art in terms of personal biography, memories and emotions. Self-reference has
a place in the model of aesthetic judgment and appreciation of Leder et al. (2004),
and pinpoints the importance of the individual’s art and non-art related personal
experiences in mastering the meaning of a work of art. Thus, this factor of aesthetic
appreciation is identical for paintings and films.
Artistic quality is a factor that points to the perceived quality, creativity,
innovativeness and artistry of the object of art. Previous studies proved that
perceived creativity, skilfulness, quality and artistry capture the same aspect of
aesthetic appreciation (e.g., Kozbelt, 2004; Hager et al., 2012). Artistic quality in
the model of aesthetic appreciation of film is similar to artistic quality in ARS. The
only difference is that items pointing to the perceived uniqueness of the artwork
are missing from the film appreciation model. Could it be that a film does not need
to be perceived as unique to be given a high artistic value, perhaps due again to the
popular culture value of movies? Artistic quality of films, just as that of paintings
(Hager et al., 2012), shows the highest correlation with cognitive stimulation of all
the other factors. Therefore, the more challenging it is to understand a film, the
higher the perception of artistic quality.
The five-factor model of aesthetic appreciation of film is overall quite
homogenous and stable across film styles, but there seems to be some heterogeneity
across film styles too, concerning how much of the variance can be explained
by each factor. In the case of Art House film, artistic value rather than cognitive
stimulation explains most of the variance in the experience, while in the case
of experimental film, understanding does, outperforming artistic value and selfreference. This last point is not surprising, considering that experimental films are
more abstract, and more diﬃcult to understand, like modern art is.
The Scale of Aesthetic Appreciation of Film that I ultimately propose is a
selection of items from the factor model. It is based on generally desirable properties
of scales, in particular: 1) stability across film styles, 2) internal consistency, 3)
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diversity of verbalizations for each subscale, and 3) compactness of the scale as a
whole. We are then left with five different subscales measuring the dimensions: 1)
Cognitive stimulation, 2) Negative emotionality, 3) Self-reference, 4) Artistic quality,
and 5) Understanding. The validity of the scale as an instrument for measuring
aesthetic appreciation can be judged according to its correspondence with ARS.

SAAF – A RELIABLE INSTRUMENT OF MEASUREMENT
SAAF appears to be a robust, reliable scale that compares reasonably well with
Leder et al.’s theoretical model of aesthetic appreciation of visual arts (2004),
and also with the aesthetic emotions of Silvia (2007; 2009; 2010). I recommend
researchers who will use SAAF to add extra items to the factor of understanding,
as I found only two homogenous ones. The added items should cover diﬃculty in
understanding the films, as captured by the present items. Obviously, reliability
will be increased anyway by adding sister items for all subscales. Some of these can
be taken from the factor-analysed initial set.
SAAF VALIDITY
As was shown, SAAF subscales relate closely to the chosen factor solution, and
hence, it is easy to interpret what constructs they purport to measure. Other
indices of validity, such as the similarity in structure with the Art Reception
Survey, and SAAF’s capacity to differentiate between audience groups in the
way they appreciate films of various styles, were also satisfactory. My data show
that SAAF can discriminate between audience groups. Experimental film and
Art House film audiences score higher in general on SAAF than the traditional
Hollywood film audience group, regardless of the type of movie watched. It appears
that experimental and Art House film audiences generally derive more satisfaction
from film viewing than the Hollywood mainstream film viewers. The effect is
reflected in three out of the five sub-scales: cognitive stimulation, self-reference and
understanding (inversed codes). Self-reference and understanding are significantly
higher for the experimental film viewers than for the other audience groups. The
experimental film audience could resemble the audience of modern art, including
abstract art, while traditional Hollywood film viewers could be more similar to
audiences that prefer representational and narrative art. The results establish SAAF
as valid scale that can differentiate correctly between types of audience based on
film preference.
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The results showed that there is no single film style provoking higher aesthetic
appreciation (as measured with SAAF) than any other, if film viewers’ preferences
are not considered. Thus, SAAF cannot discriminate between film styles across all
viewer style preferences. However, there are sub-scales in SAAF that seem to make
for a significant difference between film styles, namely negative emotionality and
understanding. It seems that the audience experienced more negative emotions
when watching Art House films than when watching any of the traditional
Hollywood or experimental films. Whether a film or a painting evokes negative
emotions depends on whether these art objects are being perceived as offensive or
controversial by the observers (Silvia & Brown, 2007). Art House films seem to be
perceived as conveying more controversial messages to the audience than the other
film styles. My findings also show that experimental films are simply more diﬃcult
to understand than the other film styles. This outcome was expected because
experimental films are more abstract and often lack narrative form. Experimental
films are, in the end, the equivalent of the abstract modern art. Understanding of
both experimental film and modern art seems generally speaking more diﬃcult to
achieve. Previous studies mentioned that to experience aesthetic appreciation with
art that represents abstractions, one must have recognition and understanding of
the artist’s style (Leder et al., 2004; Winston & Cupchik, 1992).
The significant interaction effects of film style and audience group on aesthetic
appreciation and on each dimension of aesthetic appreciation in part truly confirm
SAAF as a valuable tool. These interaction effects suggest that SAAF is capable to
capture aesthetic appreciation in its complexity, with all its underlying layers, as
this is theoretically presented by the model of aesthetic judgment and appreciation
of Leder et al., (2004). The interactions between film and audience group were also
in line with common expectations attesting to the validity of SAAF. They illustrate
Leder et al.’s suggestions (2004) that a particular object of art must resonate with a
particular observer/viewer for the latter to have aesthetic appreciation. Especially
experimental film appreciation seems to reflect this viewer-film relationship.
Audience-style interactions could be interpreted as a major difference in ratings
of experimental film by the experimental film audience as compared to the other
audience groups. The appreciation of experimental film apparently requires
some expertise with its style. The ratings of experimental films, as given by the
experimental audience participants, were indeed the highest of all the ratings.
However, the experimental film audience group did not rate understanding of the
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experimental film significantly higher than the other audience groups. This may
illustrate the diﬃculty of this style for everyone. The experimental film audience
group only may have taken the challenge positively, as compared to the other
audience groups, due to their expertise with experimental film. Experimental film
was rated rather poorly on SAAF by the Hollywood and Art House film audiences
alike, mostly because of poor understanding, low cognitive stimulation and poor
self-reference. However, for some of the SAAF dimensions, there was no significant
difference in the way traditional Hollywood and Art House audience groups
rated experimental films as compared to films belonging to other styles. These
viewers did not see a significant difference in terms of artistic quality and negative
emotionality between film styles.
More generally, Hollywood and Art House audience groups behaved quite
similarly in rating the film styles. Similar SAAF scores were given, regardless
of film styles. I did not notice any clear preference of the Art House audience
group for Art House films, or of the Hollywood film audience for traditional
Hollywood film, only slightly higher scores for Hollywood film coming from both
groups. I conclude that SAAF discriminates outspokenly between experimental
film audiences on the one hand, and Art House and traditional Hollywood
audiences on the other. I suggest that this distinction between audience groups
in appreciation may ultimately reflect the major difference between film styles,
i.e. narrative film versus non-narrative, abstract or associative film (Bordwell &
Thompson, 1979).

MAJOR LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE REASEARCH
More research is needed to assess how appreciation of excerpts from films (what
I used as materials) exactly relates to final appreciation of a film. How aesthetic
responses are integrated over the time course of perceiving a work of art, or over
some of its parts is an acknowledged and complex issue in the psychological
aesthetics of time-based arts (e.g., Leder & Nadal, 2014; for film see Tan, 1996)
that I cannot go into here. Research has shown dimensions underlying the final
appreciation of time-based art forms, such as novels and music (Currie, Kieran,
Meskin, & Robson, 2014; Brattico & Jacobsen, 2009; Brattico, Brattico, & Jacobsen,
2009; Csatár, Pethő, & Tóth, 2006; Levinson, 2009), to be similar to those in
judgments of pictures and paintings, and these are in turn similar to the structure
of SAAF. Here it suﬃces to suggest that in further research, scale scores taken at
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the end of the entire viewing experience could be compared with ones obtained at
various intervals or at selected structural boundaries.
Obviously, given that SAAF measures overall aesthetic appreciation including
judgments, appreciation scores taken at the end of a film appear to be the crucial
measure. They may be able to discriminate entire film titles as to styles, stories,
genres, etc. Nevertheless, I do not have any reason to expect that replicating the
study with full movies instead of short scenes would result in a different factor
structure than the one we observed. I assume that viewers can base their aesthetic
appreciation for the film as a whole on what they have ‘digested’ at the moment
in the movie where the questionnaire is applied, just as they do when viewing a
trailer. Admittedly, I base my assumption on trust I have in the typicality of the
scenes for the entire film, just as trailers can be considered as somehow proper
samples.

CONCLUSION
The design of the study that allowed for different aesthetic stimuli and various
viewer categories to be represented, led us to robustly identify the general structure
of aesthetic appreciation of film. While differences in terms of film style and
viewer categories could be interpreted to support the validity of the instrument,
the overall factor structure from which the scale derives was found to be in large
part similar to a structure identified in earlier research (Hager et al., 2012) for
paintings. In psychological, philosophical and critical aesthetics, appreciation has
always been assumed to have in part a general structure regardless of the particular
domain of stimuli, be they part of nature or culture, be they fine arts, literature,
design, music or any other. The current results suggest that film is subject largely
to the same aesthetic judgments as other arts and aesthetic stimuli, while they are
also indicative of an aesthetic that is specific to the medium.
The resulting scale, SAAF, is a highly reliable instrument to measure aesthetic
appreciation of films, which offers a wide range of items to choose from for all
empirical researchers interested in capturing either aesthetic appreciation of film
in its entirety, or different aspects of it. A uniquely complex study design, which
took into account film audience differences, and used a well-chosen variety of
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film scenes as materials, offered the confirmation of a highly valid SAAF. SAAF
can significantly differentiate between film audiences, and can capture differences
between film audiences in the way they appreciate narrative vs. abstract,
experimental film.
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